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Whitewater Rafting Adventures & Trips 
Jasper, Canada
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Choose Your Rafting Adventure Below














	
MOST POPULAR







From

CA$89


	











2 - 2.5 Hours


	





3+ Years Old










Easy Scenic Rafting Jasper





This exciting tour passes through many small sets of rapids and calm stretches, which allows your National Park Licensed guide to point out the natural and human history of Jasper.












Book Now
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CA$129


	







From 4 Hours


	





3+ Years Old










Jasper SkyTram & Rafting Experience





Get the FULL Jasper Experience! Enjoy twice the excitement on this double adventure where we take you rafting as well as on a skytram! Activities do not have to be on same day.
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CA$65


	







1.5 - 2 Hours


	





3+ Years Old










Dog Friendly Jasper Rafting





Feeling trapped by your Dog’s Seperation Anxiety? Bring Fluffy along and enjoy the amazing scenery with your beloved canine on this family-friendly adventure! (They deserve it too!)
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Jasper SkyTram & Rafting Experience





Get the FULL Jasper Experience! Enjoy twice the excitement on this double adventure where we take you rafting as well as on a skytram! Activities do not have to be on same day.
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Both Coming Soon! Be Sure To Check Back In The Summer! 













Express Trip- Easy Scenic Rafting
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Express Trip- Dog Friendly Scenic Rafting
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Both Coming Soon! Be Sure To Check Back In The Summer! 













Anniversary Special - Easy Scenic Rafting
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Anniversary Special - Dog Friendly Scenic Rafting
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FROM TODDLERS TO SENIORS, A RAFT TRIP FOR EVERYONE TO ENJOY!




Join us for a unique perspective of jasper national park.




Relax and enjoy an afternoon “that you will talk about for the rest of your life”. Truly a Canadian outdoor experience.

Join the fun and experience an easy rafting / scenic float trip down the Athabasca River, a designated Canadian Heritage River, in a UNESCO World Heritage Site.  A National Park licensed guide will provide commentary on the human and natural history of Jasper while navigating you along the same route used by the “fur traders” over two centuries ago.

Don’t worry the guides do all the rowing; you sit back and enjoy while exploring all the spectacular scenery. There is always a chance of seeing various wildlife including elk, deer, moose, coyotes, wolves, eagles, ospreys, mountain sheep and bears. We invite you to travel with us on a river rafting adventure and share our love of whitewater, wilderness, and friendship. Our rafting trips are great for young and old alike looking for a more mild adventure. Affordable family fun that is great for grandparents, mom, dad…and of course the kids! Our specially designed rafts offer a safe, comfortable ride that any first time rafter will enjoy. Don’t miss this great adventure for the entire family!











































































Jasper Raft Tours is following the most current AHS (Alberta Health Services) Covid-19 Guidelines.












✔ PARENT WAIVER




✔ GENERAL WAIVER
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Indigenous Acknowledgement




We acknowledge the homeland of the the many diverse First Nations and Metis people whose ancestors have walked this land since time immemorial.  We are grateful to work, live, and learn on the traditional territory of Treaty 6 and Treaty 8.










We Also Offer The Best Cancellation Policy – 24 Hours For A Full Refund!



















Learn Why People Keep Coming Back For More





















Must Do






Staff was incredible and safety was their 1st concern, making sure you had an exciting great trip was 2nd. Staff were very informative and answered a million questions about the area. The youngest person on our raft was 2 years old and the oldest was my mom at 82. The trip down the river was beautiful and the splashes of water were very welcome on the 36degree Celsius day!

– Wendy T • Tripadvisor
















A great adventure.






Though not as long as we anticipated, it was still a great experience and made even better by the staff and especially the ‘oarsman’ on the raft. Though having to steer the raft along a fast moving river and the occasional gentle rapids, he was full of amusing and informative banter. The scenery was outstanding and we felt completely safe through the whole journey which was aided by the safety instructions delivered at the start. Would we do it again? Definitely but preferably on a longer trip.

– Chris W • Tripadvisor
















A really fun day out






Great trip! A ride in a yellow bus followed by a gentle sail down the Athabasca River with a little bit of (gentle) white water thrown in. We felt very safe with our guide, Norm, who entertained us with his stories. We did get a little wet but it all added to the fun. Life jackets are fitted by the guides. A really fun day out. Would highly recommend it.

– Anne C • Tripadvisor
















Fun and scenic trip on the river.






What an amazing way to take in the mountains in Jasper. The trip from start to finish was fun and very professionally done. Our tour guide Noah was knowledgeable but also good fun! Had a lot of laughs on our trip down the river. Great experience for our kids too and felt safe the whole trip. Highly recommend this for families and others. Will be back again.

– Andrea O • Tripadvisor
















Well worth it!






This trip was so fun!! Yes most of us got wet on our backsides lol but they do have ponchos if you want to wear or just bring your own! The trip itself was nice and relaxing and the views were awesome even though it was a cloudy day. Finn was our guide and he was so awesome and kept us laughing! I was lucky enough to sit next to the owner Katrina! What a blast we had! Well worth the money!

– Laura K • Tripadvisor
















A lot of fun! And a beautiful, memorable experience






Wonderful experience! A gentle ride (with some exciting moments) on a beautiful fall day surrounded by awesomely gorgeous scenery. Our rafter Ziggy was friendly, knowledgeable, and very skilled. So skilled you didn't often notice it or how hard he was working - you just knew you were having a great time, and felt in good hands. I wasn't intending to get the picture of our group taken at the end, but it perfectly captured the memory of a great trip and our high and happy spirits. So I just had too, as did the majority of our group. Highly recommended.

– Eve L • Tripadvisor
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JASPER RAFT TOURS













1-780-852-2665





reservations@jasperrafttours.com





611 Patricia Street

Jasper, AB T0E 1E0
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